
MINUTES NO. 5 
Southwest Power Pool 

STRATEGIC PLANNING TASK FORCE 
May 16, 2003 Meeting Minutes 

Teleconference 
  
Agenda Item 1& 2 – Call to Order& Introductions, Approval of Minutes 
Co-Chair, Dick Dixon (WESTAR) called the meeting of the SPTF to order at 10:04 a.m.   
(Agenda – Attachment 1).  Other SPTF members in attendance were Richard Spring 
and Gerry Burrows (KCPL), Mel Perkins (OKGE), Ricky Bittle (AREC), Michael Desselle 
(AEP), David Christiano (SPRM), Michael Gildea (DENA), Trudy Harper (Tenaska), and 
John Marschewski (SPP).  SPP Staff in attendance included Nick Brown, Carl Monroe, 
Tom Dunn and Les Dillahunty.  Guests participating included Tracy Hannon (SPRA), Seth 
Brown (ETEC), Clair Moeller (Excel), and Walter Wolf (LPSC).  Minutes of the May 1-2, 
2003 meeting were approved by acclamation. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Member Outreach / Regional Coordination Updates 
Nick Brown was asked to attach to the meeting minutes each of the SPTF member 
written reports on outreach activities that had previously been sent via the SPTF email 
exploder (Outreach Reports – Attachment 2). 
 
Agenda Item 4 – Update on Dialogue with States 
Nick Brown reported the weekly teleconference meeting of the state regulatory 
jurisdictions that occurred earlier in the morning.  Nick stated that several 
commissioners participated including Chair Sandy Hochstetter of Arkansas, Chair 
Denise Bode of Oklahoma, and Commissioner Irma Dixon of Louisiana.  Also 
participating were Joyce Davidson and Kelli Leaf of the OCC, Richard House of the 
APSC and Mike Proctor of the MPSC.  Nick stated that the states accepted his offer to 
draft embellished SPP bylaw language on state participation and that they continue to 
work toward determining the best structure for their increased participation in SPP 
activities (Bylaws Language – Attachment 3).  Nick stated that the states would be 
discussing detailed issue papers on FERC Markets White Paper on their call next week.  
Nick stated that the states were looking at June 16 or 17 in St. Louis for a SPP technical 
conference on FERC’s markets white paper and coordination efforts were underway 
with FERC staff.  Nick concluded his report by stating that SPP would be hosting a 
market design conference with the states on June 23, prior to the Board of Directors 
meeting in Kansas City.  John Marschewski also reported that our meeting with Chair 
Pat Wood and Commission Massey on Friday, June 6 may occur in Atlanta rather than 
Washington D.C. to facilitate better participation.  More details will follow. 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Joint & Common Market Participation 
Nick Brown discussed draft language for an update filing to FERC on the Joint and 
Common Market, specifically regarding SPP’s participation.  The SPTF agreed on 
language for this submittal (JCM Filing Language – Attachment 4). 
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Agenda Item 6 – Organization Structure Review 
Nick Brown discussed SPP’s organizational group structure and asked for comments in 
the next week on the draft scope document for the Strategic Planning Committee and 
the other proposed new groups (Organizational Group Scopes – Attachment 5). 
 
Agenda Items 7 & 8 – Cost Allocation Approach & Budget Modifications 
Tom Dunn then discussed the new approach to SPP’s cost allocation process (Cost 
Allocation Tables – Attachment 6).  The new process assesses SPP members in a 
manner consistent with how they would be billed under the regional transmission 
service tariff, whether or not their bundled retail load were actually placed under the 
regional tariff for service.  The SPTF discussed a draft letter to the members 
(Assessment Letter – Attachment 7) on the proposed assessment process and any 
additional comments are to be sent to Tom by noon Monday.  Neither Tom nor Nick had 
additional information on the proposed 2003 budget modifications.  Tom stated that he 
is working on scheduling a Finance Working Group meeting to discuss 
recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
 
Agenda Items 9 & 10 – Updates on Organizational Group Assignments 
Ricky Bittle and Carl Monroe provided updates on activities and plans of the RTWG and 
MSWG/CMSWG respectively.  Both groups are working toward having a detailed action 
plan consistent with the Strategic Plan for consideration of the SPTF prior to the June 
24, 2003 Board of Directors meeting.  Ricky Bittle referred to a written report on RTWG 
activities (RTWG Report – Attachment 8) 
 
Agenda Item 11 - Future Meetings 
The SPTF will meet again on: 

• Wednesday, May 28, 2003 from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. in Little Rock, AR; 
• Friday, June 6, 2003 from 10 a.m. until noon in Atlanta with FERC 

Commissioners Pat Wood and William Massey; and 
• Tuesday & Wednesday, June 10-11 from 2 until 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. 

respectively in St. Louis, MO. 
(Hotel information to be determined) 
 
Agenda Item 12 – Action Items 

• Nick Brown will attach the written outreach reports to the meeting minutes for 
official documentation. 

• Michael Desselle will follow up with SeTrans representatives on seams 
management initiatives. 

• SPTF members and other interested participants are to provide comments to 
Nick Brown on the Strategic Planning Committee draft scope document by next 
Friday. 
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• SPTF members and other interested participants are to provide comments to 
Tom Dunn on the assessment modification letter by noon Monday. 

• Tom Dunn will modify the letter to: 1) lessen focus on the 2004 budget, 2) cc the 
SPTF, and 3) invite member participation at the May 28 SPTF meeting if there 
are concerns; the letter will be distributed Monday afternoon. 

• Carl Monroe will clean up the seams management presentation and redistribute 
to the SPTF prior to the May 28 meeting. 

• SPTF members and staff will encourage the markets groups to consider fall 2004 
implementation rather than spring 2005. 

• Nick Brown will follow up with the Kansas Corporation Commission on an open 
meeting May 29. 

 
Agenda Item 13 – Adjournment 
With no further business, Dick Dixon thanked everyone for their participation and 
adjourned the meeting at 12:11 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, Nicholas A. Brown 
 



Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING TASK MEETING 

Thursday & Friday, May 16, 2003 
Teleconference Meeting – 10 a.m. CDT 

 
- A G E N D A - 

 
 
1.  Call to Order & Introductions .........................................................Richard Spring/Dick Dixon 
 
2.  Approval of 5/1-2/03 Meeting Minutes ...........................................Richard Spring/Dick Dixon 
 
3.  Member Outreach / Regional Coordination Update ............................................................All 
 
4.  Update on Dialogue with States (weekly meetings) ..................Les Dillahunty (& State Reps) 
 
5.  Joint & Common Market Participation................................................................... Nick Brown 
 
6.  Organization Structure Review (SPWG Scope) .................................................... Nick Brown 
 
7.  Cost Allocation Approach ...................................................................................... Tom Dunn 
 
8.  Budget Modification............................................................................................... Tom Dunn 
 
9.  Update on RTWG Activities .................................................................................. Ricky Bittle 
 
10.  Update on MSWG/CMSWG Activities............................................................... Carl Monroe 
 
11.  Review Future Meeting Schedule ................................................Richard Spring/Dick Dixon 
 
12.  Review of Action Items ....................................................................................... Nick Brown 
 
13.  Adjournment................................................................................Richard Spring/Dick Dixon 
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----Original Message----- 
From: Bittle, Ricky  
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2003 10:12 AM 
To: SPP SPTF 
Subject: Assigned discussion 
 
I did speak with Audrey Zibleman this morning.  The following summarizes the items that she was concerned 
about. 
  

1.                   The withdrawal from the MRO discussions was not handled well.  There was no discussion and no 
apparent outreach to MAPP members. 

2.                   To move toward formation of an RTO by the SPP could be ok, but she will need to be convinced. 
3.                   SPP needs to find out who is really interested and committed. 
4.                   The SPP has been turned down at the FERC once and now it is a smaller foot print. 

a.        Excel does not want to go to the expense of working on an RTO that will not be accepted. 
5.                   The SPP should work to include Excel as a voting member in all discussions, not just promise that 

they can attend meetings. 
a.   Excel represents an unique perspective as a multi-state ITC 
      1.  Actions taken by the SPP should help facilitate their state filings to become an ITC. 
b.   SPP should want a multi-state ITC and should work to get its input. 
c.       She did not think that they were listened to at the Board meeting. 

  
  
I did inform Audrey that we would be looking to those wanting to form an ITC to help draft the attachment to the 
Tariff that would facilitate the participation of an ITC.  She said that she would have Mr. Moler call me. 
  
If you have questions please call me. 
  
Ricky 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: Desselle, Michael  
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2003 12:10 AM 
To: tmadden@scottmadden.com 
Cc: SPP SPTF 
Subject: Follow-up to questions at SeTrans Sponsor Meeting 
 
 
Dear SeTrans Sponsors,  
   
  Since I was unable to recall the discussion in SPP's Strategic Planning Task Force report to the SPP Board 
regarding the significant differences in SPP's and SeTrans' value proposition, I went back and reread the report. 
 
 The answer to the question I was unable to answer yesterday partially involves SPP's history as a Regional 
Reliability Organization.  SPP intends to maintain its RRO status in addition to taking on RTO responsibilities as 
opposed to SeTrans which is not proposing to be a RRO.  Additionally, SPP sees value in the diversity of its 
governance headed by a hybrid board of directors (1/3 of which are independent directors) which contrasts with 
SeTrans proposed RTO governance.  Finally, SeTrans has proposed to engage a "for-profit" independent system 
administrator to operationally control member transmission systems and its energy markets.    
 
  Additionally, I was unsure when we met if SPP was similarly working on resolving seams issues with MISO.  The 
answer is yes.  In fact, a portion of the strawman we will be developing to submit to you is based upon those 
efforts.  
 
  Again, thank you for your time and consideration.  I look forward to discussing this with you further.   
 
Regards, 
 
Michael Desselle 
Director, Public Policy 
American Electric Power 
mddesselle@aep.com 
Office 214-777-1826 
Cell   214-502-1826 
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Susan Brown

From: Desselle, Michael
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2003 11:09 AM
To: SPP SPTF
Subject: Meeting with SeTrans Sponsoring TOs

Yesterday I met with the SeTrans sponsoring TOs to discuss the possibility
of developing a "seams agreement".  I told them that my goal was to
hopefully leave with a commitment to further pursue such an effort. We had
a very good exchange, and as a result the sponsoring TOs agreed to consider
a strawman proposal from SPP. The sponsoring TOs meet again in a couple of
weeks and asked if we could provide the strawman in advance of that
meeting. I pledged that we could provide a strawman proposal by early next
week.

  Questions that arose focused on 2 or 3 areas: 1). What will SPP's market
look like? How will the lack of SPP market development enable seams
development 2). Will SPP seek RTO status and when? What about AEP? 3).
Resources to pursue Seams Development and how that might delay/impact
SeTrans ongoing development? 4). Did SPP consider in its strategic
development joining SeTrans or having ESBI (the independent for-profit
system administrator negotiating to be the ISA for SeTrans) run SPP's
market? What was meant by the comment in our SPTF report about "the
significant differences in value proposition of SPP and SeTrans"? (on this
last question, I will follow-up with an e-mail answer since I didn't recall
the language and our rationale for the comment. Having re-read now, it
seems that what we were intending is that SPP has viewed as a value
proposition that it be an RTO and RRO because of its history and the
inextricable link between reliability a

Bottom line: they do agree that seams agreement makes sense and are willing
to consider a strawman we would put together. Frank Gallaher assured me
that he would push it through.  Nick, I went out on a limb and committed
that we could develop and provide to them this strawman early next week. If
that is problematic let me know. Procedurely, we would e-mail strawman
proposal to Tom Madden (SeTrans' consulting facilitator).

Seperately, Frank and I briefly discussed whether there was any interest in
Entergy joining SPP. Entergy has no interest in joining SPP.

---------------------------------------------------
Michael Desselle
Director, Public Policy
American Electric Power
mddesselle@aep.com
Cell 214-502-1826

Sent from my wireless Blackberry
---------------------------------------------------
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Susan Brown

From: Desselle, Michael
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2003 1:30 PM
To: SPP SPTF; dpsartin@aep.com
Cc: dehorton@aep.com
Subject: Meeting with LPSC Special Counsel

Yesterday, I attended a meeting on behalf of the SPP SPTF with the
Louisiana Public Service Commission special counsel. In attendance on
behalf of the LPSC was Paul Zimmering and Noel Darce. Nick Brown
participated by conference call as did Dave Sartin (AEP Director regulatory
affairs for La., Ark., and Ok.).  Also attending in person with me was Dana
Horton (AEP).

The purpose of the meeting/conference call was to personnally visit with
the LPSC to provide an overview of the SPP strategic plan, provide a status
update and to solicit active LPSC participation and dialogue.

In response to the inquiry of what might be the recommendation to the Board
on June 24th, Nick listed 5 items.
  1. Organizational structure changes including how to include regional
regulatory committeem
  2. Revised SPP funding mechanisms.
  3. Revised SPP budget and staffing.
  4. More detailed plans (timing, etc.) on SPP modifcations to tariff and
markets.
  5. RTO/ISO filing recommendation.

Paul had 2 other questions which were directed to AEP.
  1. What is AEP going to do?
  2. What thought had AEP given to cost/benefit analysis?

Consistent with previous inquiry to AEP on this subject, I responded that
we still have a merger condition to join a FERC-approved RTO of which at
this time only MISO exists.  AEP has encouraged SPP to move swiftly to seek
RTO/ISO status to enable that option to be considered by AEP. I indicated
that if such development is delayed or FERC ordered AEP into MISO prior to
SPP obtaining RTO/ISO status, such action could be detrimental to SPP's
future.

Nick, if I have left anything out let me know.

---------------------------------------------------
Michael Desselle
Director, Public Policy
American Electric Power
mddesselle@aep.com
Cell 214-502-1826

Sent from my wireless Blackberry
---------------------------------------------------
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From: Desselle, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2003 10:02 AM
To: Nick Brown; Bittle, Ricky; dpsartin@aep.com
Subject: Meeting with LPSC Special Counsel
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Nick,  
   We have scheduled 2:30 to talk to Paul Zimmering and Noel Darce who represent the LPSC as Special 
Counsel.  Their offices are located at:  
 
                   Stone Pigman, et.al  
                   546 Carondelet St  
                   New Orleans, La  
                   504-581-3200  
 
   In a related development, Ricky Bittle may also accompany me to the SeTrans TO meeting.  He is checking on 
flight availability.  Since he will be in N.O., then he can also attend the meeting with the LPSC. 
 
Regards, 
 
Michael Desselle 
Director, Public Policy 
American Electric Power 
mddesselle@aep.com 
Office 214-777-1826 
Cell   214-502-1826 



 
 2.5  Regulatory Agency Involvement 
Any regulatory agency having jurisdiction over a Member may participate in all SPP 
activities.  These representatives shall have all rights as Members except the right to vote.  
Participation includes the naming of representatives by each of the jurisdictions to the 
Board of Directors and any or all other SPP Organizational Groups.  Participation may 
also include, at the discretion of the regulatory agencies, the establishment of an SPP 
Organizational Group comprised of representatives from regulatory agencies to provide 
collective input into SPP’s decision-making processes. 



SPP language insert for the 
Mid-May Status Report to the FERC on the Joint and Common Market Initiative 

 
May 14, 2003 

 
On Thursday, March 20, 2003, Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP) and Midwest 
Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. (MISO) mutually agreed to terminate 
the consolidation of the organizations.  Though the merger was unsuccessful, both 
companies benefited through working as a single organization for nearly a year and the 
effort created a better position from which to manage regional seams.  On April 14, 2003, 
SPP’s Board of Directors approved a progressive strategic plan.  This plan sets a course 
for new opportunities in reaching compliance with FERC Order 2000, enhancements in 
SPP’s regional transmission service tariff, and refined administrative processes.  Within 
the plan, SPP commits to continue its participation in the Joint and Common Market 
development with MISO and PJM and to continually evaluate this participation based on 
SPP’s approach to market structure, timing, and state regulatory input.  While SPP’s 
initial participation in the Joint and Common Market was predicated on the merger with 
MISO, SPP will now pursue participation as a separate regional entity. 
 
Just as with the merger attempt, the Joint and Common Market effort has produced 
significant processes enabling all the parties to better manage seams between market-to-
non-market regions, and market-to-market regions.  SPP’s ultimate participation in the 
Joint and Common Market will, consistent with FERC’s April 28, 2003 White Paper on 
Wholesale Power Market Platform, depend on a timetable and budget for implementation 
established in conjunction with SPP’s stakeholders and state regulatory authorities.  A 
detailed market implementation schedule is being developed by SPP organizational 
groups for initial presentation at the next Board of Directors meeting on June 24, 2003.  
SPP and the states are working with FERC to schedule a technical conference in the 
southwest to discuss with states and market participants reasonable timetables for 
addressing issues raised in the white paper and ways to tailor a final rule so that 
customers within the southwest region will benefit. 
 
 



                                      

Southwest Power Pool 
Business Practices Working Group 

Organizational Group Scope Statement 
June 18, 2003 

 
 

Purpose 
The Business Practices Working Group (BPWG) is responsible for discussing issues surrounding the 
development and implementation of SPP’s OATT Business Practices.  The BPWG will propose new 
practices and changes to existing practices that will facilitate effective and efficient administration of the 
SPP OATT.  The BPWG will develop practices that supplement, clarify, and enhance the understanding 
of OATT provisions and principles without violating those provisions and principles. 
 
Scope of Activities 
In carrying out its purpose, the BPWG will: 
1. Meet periodically to review existing business practices, discuss needed improvements, and propose 

new practices, 
2. Evaluate existing or proposed business practices to determine their consistency with SPP OATT 

provisions, FERC Orders 888, 889, and 638, and other established FERC precedent, 
3. Work closely with the Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG) and SPP Staff to assess tariff revenue 

impacts and/or the need for tariff changes associated with new or modified business practices being 
proposed, 

4. Work closely with the Operating Reliability Working Group (ORWG) and SPP Staff to assess 
reliability impacts associated with new or modified business practices being proposed, 

5. Submit new or modified business practices being proposed along with supporting rationale, 
implementation costs, reliability impacts, and any tariff changes or tariff revenue impacts to the Policy  
Committee (EOC) for approval, 

6. Develop solutions and recommendations to commercial issues raised at other SPP forums, 
7. Respond to special assignments from the Board of Directors, and 
8. Work with Staff and other SPP organizational groups to prioritize activities. 
 
Representation 
BPWG membership will consist of a Chair, a Vice-Chair, and at least 6 but no more than 8 voting 
members.  Representatives will consist of transmission customers under SPP’s tariff, half of which will be 
merchant group affiliates of transmission owners with facilities under the SPP OATT.  Members will be 
representative of the diverse nature of the SPP membership.  The Board of Directors, following 
consultation with Policy Committee leadership, appoints BPWG membership and leadership. 
  
Duration 
Working Groups are permanently assigned as outlined in the SPP Bylaws.  Each new Chair of the Board 
of Directors will review Working Group representation for appropriateness.  The term of the BPWG Chair 
shall coincide with the two-year term of the Chair of the Board of Directors.  SPP Bylaws do not prevent 
renewal of the current Chair’s term. 
 
REPORTING 
The BPWG reports to the Policy Committee.  The BPWG Chair will periodically report to the Policy 
Committee and the Board of Directors, as required, on BPWG activities, assignments, and 
recommendations requiring approval.  The BPWG Chair will report to other Working Groups when issues 
require their input and/or endorsement. 
 
 



Southwest Power Pool 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

June 24, 2003 
 

Strategic Planning Task Force Recommendation 
SPP Organizational Group Structure 

 
 

Background 
At its April 16, 2003 meeting, the SPP Board of Directors approved an initial Strategic 
Plan recommended by its Strategic Planning Task Force.  This plan contained several 
recommendations regarding SPP’s administrative processes and specifically its 
organizational group structure.  Two specific recommendations approved included: 

• SPP should combine its Engineering & Operating Committee with its 
Commercial Practices Committee to have only one full representation 
committee reporting to the Board of Directors; and 

• SPP should assess its working groups and task forces to ensure efficient and 
effective administration of SPP services. 

These actions were assigned to the SPTF and senior staff with a target of developing 
more specific recommendations and any necessary bylaws modifications by June 1, 
2003. 
 
Analysis 
Regarding combination of SPP’s full representation committees, the SPTF recommends 
that the resulting group be titled the “Policy Committee,” and related recommended 
modifications to Sections 5.1 and 5.2 of SPP’s Bylaws are shown in the attached 
document that convolve the responsibilities of the two previous committees.  Regarding 
the assessment of current working groups, the SPTF reviewed and discussed SPP’s 
current structure with various leadership, members and staff.  The SPTF recommends 
the modifications shown in the attached organizational group structure chart that deletes 
the Ancillary Services, Black Start Study, Control Area Implementation, and Scheduling 
Task Forces, and adds the Strategic Planning Committee reporting to the Board of 
Directors, and the Business Practices, Operation Model Development and the Critical 
Infrastructure Protection Working Groups reporting to the Policy Committee.  Scope 
documents for each of the added groups are also attached. 
 
Recommendation 
The SPP Strategic Planning Task Force recommends that the SPP Board of Directors 
approve the attached organizational group structure, scope statements and related 
bylaws modifications, to become effective immediately.  The SPTF also recommends 
that SPP’s remaining organizational groups review their scope statements and present 
any necessary modifications for Board of Directors consideration at their November 
2003 meeting. 
 



Southwest Power Pool 
Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group 

Organizational Group Scope Statement 
June 18, 2003 

 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group (CIPWG) is to advance the 
physical and cyber security of the electricity infrastructure within the SPP Region.  This group 
will serve as a forum for discussing security issues, for establishing security policies and 
procedures for SPP Member-common resources, and will serve as an interface between the 
NERC CIP Advisory Group and the SPP membership. 
  
Scope of Activities 
The CIPWG: 

a. Serves as an expert advisory panel to the SPP Board of Directors, committees, and 
members. 

b. Provides a forum for discussion of physical and cyber security issues within the SPP 
Region. 

c. Serves as the interface between the NERC CIP Advisory Group and the SPP 
membership, including 

1. Serving as a conduit for information flow between the CIPAG and SPP members. 
2. Developing guidance and recommendations to the NERC CIPAG members 

representing the SPP Region. 
d. Develops policies and procedures for SPP-managed resources, including: 

1. Security of SPP Frame Relay Network (SPPNET) member connections. 
2. Acceptable use policies for SPP-managed wide area networks (SPPNET, 

Internet, etc). 
3. Security of SPP-managed systems and applications, including ICCP, Automated 

Reserve Sharing (ARS), and scheduling data transfer. 
4. Incident reporting and dissemination. 

e. Assist SPP Compliance Manager with the conduct and evaluation of compliance self-
certification and field audits of NERC security standards. 
 

Representation 
The voting membership of the CIPWG represents the SPP members employing ICCP, ARS, 
and/or scheduling data transfer systems connected to the SPPNET Frame Relay Network.  The 
voting Members of the CIP Working Group are nominated by SPP member companies and 
selected by the Chairman of the Policy Committee.  Representatives from other SPP member 
companies may participate as non-voting members.  The chairman is appointed by the 
Chairman of the Policy Committee and will serve a term of two years. 
 
Duration 
The CIPWG is permanent with a periodic review of responsibilities by the Policy Committee. 
 
Reporting 
The CIPWG reports to the Policy Committee. 
 



Southwest Power Pool 
Market Working Group 

Organizational Group Scope Statement 
July 18, 2003 

 
 
Purpose  
The Market Working Group (MWG) is responsible for the development and coordination 
of the changes necessary to support any SPP administered wholesale market(s), 
including energy, congestion management and market monitoring consistent with 
direction from the Board of Directors including FERC Order 2000. 
   
Scope of Activities  
In carrying out its purpose, the MWG will: 
 

1. Develop and recommend the market rules for the wholesale market, including 
energy, congestion management, and market monitoring. 

2. Propose modifications to SPP processes and computer systems necessary to 
implement any SPP administered wholesale market(s) to affected SPP 
Committees. 

3. Propose and coordinate modifications to computer systems and processes on an 
ongoing basis, including coordination with SPP Committees.  

4. Participate in oversight of any ongoing market development process. 
 

5. Coordinate with regulators and task forces in implementation of any SPP 
administered wholesale market(s).  

6. Coordinate with other committees and working groups, as appropriate, in the 
development of market rules.  

 
Representation  
The MWG is comprised of at least nine and no more than fifteen members, including a 
Chairman, who are appointed by the Board of Directors.  Voting shall be done in 
accordance with the SPP Bylaws.  The MWG shall maintain a membership with 
balanced representation from the market participants. 
 
Duration 
SPP Working Groups are permanently assigned as outlined in the SPP Bylaws.  Each 
new Chair of the Board of Directors will review Working Group representation for 
appropriateness.  The term of the Chair shall coincide with the two-year term of the 
Chair of the Board of Directors.  The Bylaws do not prevent renewal of the current 
Chair’s term.  
 
Reporting 
The MWG reports to the Policy Committee for activities related to the design and 
modification of any SPP administered market(s).  The MWG reports to SPP Committees 
or Working Groups for those activities assigned to the MWG by the Board of Directors 
and other committees. 
 



 

Southwest Power Pool 
Operational Model Development Working Group 

Organizational Group Scope Statement 
June 18, 2003 

 
 
Purpose 
The Operational Model Development Working Group (OMDWG) is responsible for developing a 
procedure to ensure ongoing, timely updates of SPP’s state-estimator model. The OMDWG is also 
responsible for facilitating periodic maintenance and review of the state-estimator model.  The state-
estimator model should contain sufficient representation of the current electrical network contained within 
the Southwest Power Pool footprint and surrounding control areas necessary to support SPP’s Reliability 
Coordination, regional tariff administration, and any future market operation functions.    
 
Scope of Activities 
In carrying out its purposes, the OMDWG will: 
 
1. Develop and review SPP Criteria related to the development and maintenance of the SPP state-

estimator model. 
 
2. Review and periodically monitor the impacts of NERC Operating Policies on the SPP state-estimator 

model. 
 
3. Maintain a current state-estimator model that represents the current network of SPP and necessary 

external control areas. 
 
4. Ensure that the SPP state-estimator model adequately support the needs of the SPP Reliability 

Coordination, regional Tariff Administration, and any future market operation functions. 
  

Representation 
The OMDWG is comprised of at least three and no more that eight members, including a Chairman, who 
are appointed by the Board of Directors.  Members should be experienced in power system network 
modeling.  The representation should exhibit diversity in geography.  Each member has one vote and 
approval of business requires a simple majority of members present and voting. 
 
The Board of Directors will appoint the OMDWG Chairman after the Board of Directors has consulted with 
the Policy Committee.   
 
Duration 
Working Groups are permanently assigned as outlined in the SPP Bylaws.  Each new Chair of the Board 
of Directors will review Working Group representation for appropriateness.  The term of the Chairman 
shall coincide with the two-year term of the Chair of the Board of Directors.  The Bylaws do not prevent 
renewal of Chairmanship. 
 
REPORTING 
The OMDWG reports to the Policy Committee.  The OMDWG Chair will periodically report to the Policy 
Committee and Board of Directors, as required, on the Working Group’s activities, assignments, and 
recommendations requiring Policy Committee approval. 
 



Southwest Power Pool 
Strategic Planning Working Group 

Organizational Group Scope Statement 
June 18, 2003 

 
 

Purpose  
The Strategic Planning Working Group (SPWG) is responsible for the development and 
recommendation to the Board of Directors of strategic direction for the corporation. 
   
Scope of Activities  
In carrying out its purpose, the SPWG will: 
 

1. Gather information from SPP members, customers, Staff, regulatory jurisdictions, and 
legislative bodies on industry trends, forecasts and directions. 

2. Predict the industry environment in which SPP will be operating. 

3. Assess SPP’s capabilities and competencies against the predicted industry environment. 

4. Develop and recommend to the SPP Board of Directors a mission and vision statement 
and accompanying goals and objectives as needed. 

5. Formulate strategies to ensure achievement of SPP’s mission statement, goals, 
objectives and responsibilities and recommend necessary modifications to SPP 
processes to carry out these strategies. 

6. Work with other SPP organizational groups in developing related action plans, schedules 
and budgets. 

 
Representation  
The SPWG is to be comprised of at least seven and no more than twelve members, including a 
Chair, who are appointed by the Board of Directors pursuant to SPP Bylaws.  At all times, a 
majority of the members must be elected Directors.  Every attempt will be made to maintain a 
membership with balanced representation from Transmission Owning Members and 
Transmission Using Members.  At least two members will be non-stakeholder directors.  Business 
shall be done in accordance with SPP Bylaws.   
 
Duration 
SPP Working Groups are permanently assigned as outlined in SPP’s Bylaws.  Each new Chair of 
the Board of Directors will review Working Group representation for appropriateness.  The term of 
the Chair shall coincide with the two-year term of the Chair of the Board of Directors.  There are 
no term limitations. 
 
Reporting 
The SPWG reports to the Board of Directors. 
 



The Southwest Power Pool, Inc. Strategic Planning Task Force (“SPTF”) of Southwest 
Power Pool (“SPP”) will recommend a significant change in the methodology 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) utilizes to assess its membership for operating 
and capital expenses at the June 24, 2003 Board of Directors meeting in Kansas City, 
Missouri.  This change, outlined below, will most likely have a meaningful impact on 
the magnitude of your company’s monthly assessments from SPP. 
 
SPP’s existing assessment methodology does not equitably share the expenses incurred 
by SPP to provide its services.  SPP’s provision of transmission service under the SPP 
regional transmission service tariff increased the total SPP expenses.  Currently, SPP’s 
tariff administrative fee revenues are netted against total monthly expenses with the 
remainder assessed to the membership.  Depending on the individual member, this 
structure may result in that member paying an abnormally large share of SPP’s 
expenses through the tariff and assessments versus other members and versus the 
benefits derived from membership in SPP.  This is primarily a result of the flexibility 
members have in placing their bundled retail load und the regional network service 
tariff – some have and most have not. 
 
The recommendation to the Board of Directors will be as follows: 

• All members with Net Energy for Load will pay an annual membership fee of  
$0.0053 multiplied by their annual net energy for load; 

• All members without Net Energy for Load will pay an annual membership fee 
of $6,000; 

• All members will share in SPP’s NERC assessment utilizing the currently 
existing SPP membership assessment formula, which shares 25% of the 
expense equally among all members and 75% of the expense pro-rata based on 
Net Energy for Load; 

• Monthly assessments will levied against those members whose transmission 
facilities are in the regional transmission tariff as well as those members 
embedded within the transmission facilities that are in the regional 
transmission tariff.  Assessments assigned to these members will equal each 
member’s peak demand per hour per month multiplied by the Schedule 1 fee 
under the SPP regional tariff.  Members with an assessment will be credited for 
Schedule 1 fees paid by that member in that month under the SPP regional 
tariff; 

• Schedule 1 fee will determined at least annually by the SPP Board of Directors 
based upon budgeted expenditures and projected peak demand.  The Board will 
possess the discretion to adjust the Schedule 1 fee within a budget year should 
conditions warrant.  adjust monthly based on SPP’s net expenses and peak 
demand during that month in the SPP footprint;  The fee will also be “trued-
up” annually. 

 



A revision in the assessment formula was identified by SPP’sthe Strategic Planning 
Task Force as an important component of SPP’s strategic plan.  The change outlined 
above will more accurately allocate the costs of operating SPP to those who have the 
opportunity to derive the most benefit from the services SPP offers.   
 
The SPTF has identified resolution of the member overpayment situation as an 
additional concern.  The revision to the assessment methodology will relieve future 
instances of member overpayment.  SPP has tracked historical overpayements from the 
membership since implementation of the tariff.  SPP’s Finance Working Group has 
been tasked with determining a strategy to resolve the historical overpayment 
balances.   
 
Attached is a schedule illustrating the impact of this proposal on your individual 
company.  We look forward to your comments, concerns, and questions.  Please 
contact me if I may provide any assistance. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Thomas P. Dunn, CFA 
Vice President 



Formula Rates Task Force 
 
Participants 
Jay E. Toungate, American Electric Power; Dennis Bethel, American Electric Power; 
Mark Oligschlaeger, Missouri Public Service Commission; John Gunesch, OG+E; Steve 
Goodner, OG+E; Ward Combs, OG+E; Bob Oakes, Westar Energy; Scott Helyer, 
Tenaska; Robert Elrod, Western Farmers Electric; Robert Shields, Arkansas Electric 
Cooperative. 
 
Meetings to Date 
Wednesday, May 14. 
 
Discussions to Date 
At its first meeting, the Formula Rates Task Force established its view was that:  1) use of 
the formula rate or a stated rate should be at the option of each Transmission Owner and 
that 2) application of the formulary process should allow some flexibility to reflect the 
respective situation of each Transmission Owner using it.  Where functional direct 
assignment information or special studies are available, they should be used in place of 
the default allocation factor currently specified in the formula.  Such departures would 
necessarily be fully documented.  At its first meeting the task force worked through the 
Form-1 template (for use by the FERC jurisdictional TOs) line-by-line, setting out items 
for which it recommends change or where there were questions.  The MISO templates as 
accepted by FERC and distributed by SPP Staff will be used as a starting point, with all 
recommended changes to them specified for RTWG review. 
 
Future Scheduled Meetings 
Friday, May 16 
 

Transmission Facilities Definition Task Force 
 
Participants 
Les Dillahunty, SPP; Bill Dowling, Midwest Energy; Ron Kite, Kansas City Power and 
Light Company; Mike Proctor, Missouri Public Service Commission; Lena Mantle, 
Missouri Public Service Commission; John Gunesch, OG+E; Phil Crissup, OG+E; Jay 
Toungate, American Electric Power; Dennis Bethel, American Electric Power; Terri 
Gallup, American Electric Power; Robert Pennybaker, American Electric Power; Scott 
Helyer, Tenaska; David Brian, GDS Associates, Inc.; Ricky Bittle, Arkansas Electric 
Cooperative; Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative; Dennis Reed, Westar 
Energy; David Grover, Xcel Energy; Bary Warren, Empire District Electric; Edwin 
Farrar, Oklahoma Corporation Commission; Karen Forbes, Oklahoma Corporation 
Commission; Alan Derichswiler, Western Farmers Electric. 
 
Meetings to Date 
Monday, May 13. 



Discussions to Date 
At the first meeting of the Transmission Facilities Definition Task Force, substantial 
discussion was had concerning the rate and revenue implications associated with any 
change in definition for ratemaking purposes.  There was general agreement that the 
effort should be split into two parts, a definition that applies for system planning and 
operational control purposes and a definition that applies for ratemaking.  There was 
general agreement that the planning and operational control definition should apply to 
facilities operating at 60 kV and above since 69 kV facilities are represented in planning 
and operational models.  For ratemaking, the group favored adoption of the definition 
used by MSIO, and similar to SPP’s currently effective tariff definition, which includes 
all facilities booked by a Transmission Owner to transmission plant accounts and 
properly includable for transmission service ratemaking pursuant to FERC policy. 

Future Scheduled Meetings 
Thursday, May 22 and Friday, May 30 

Generation Interconnect Task Force 
 
Participants 
Robert Tumilty, American Electric Power; Robert Pennybaker, American Electric Power; 
Jim Sherwood, Southwestern Power Administration; John Gunesch, OG+E; Phil Crissup, 
OG+E; Brad Cox, Tenaska; Scott Helyer, Tenaska; Dennis Reed, Westar Energy; Don 
Taylor, Westar Energy; Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric; Jim Useldinger, 
Kansas City Power & Light; Darrell Gilliam, Southwestern Power Administration; and 
Christi Nicolay, Duke Energy Trading and Marketing. 
 
Meetings to Date 
Tuesday, May 13; Thursday May 15. 
 
Discussions to Date 
There was general support for continued use of the pattern Interconnection Agreement 
that SPP has been using.  This is based on MISO’s IA template.  The MISO pro forma IA 
has been through the FERC process and has been used as a basis for negotiating several 
IA's by the SPP.  Additionally FERC has issued several orders stating that FERC will 
require new IAs to be conformed to the pro forma issued by FERC when the final IA rule 
is issued.  The interests in modification of the MISO IA were primarily in Sections 4 and 
7, related to operations; Sections 9, related to the income tax consequences of Generator 
funding of interconnection facilities of income taxes; and miscellaneous editorial and 
grammatical changes.  Where there has been an expressed interest in change, the interest 
has been to move toward the draft pro forma included in the NOPR. 
 
This Task Force is also developing a Schedule for Generation Imbalance Service. 
 
Future Scheduled Meetings 
Tuesday May 20; Thursday May 22; Friday May 30 
 



Queue Improvement Task Force 
 
Participants 
Bruce Rew, SPP; Grant Wilkerson, Westar Energy; Jason Attwood, Calpine; Scott 
Helyer, Tenaska; Norman Williams, Sunflower. 
 
Meetings to Date 
Monday, April 28; Wednesday, May 7; Wednesday, May 14. 
 
Discussions to Date 
The QITF met by conference call on April 28 to discuss the SPP Staff initial proposal.  
This proposal was developed from a previous effort to modify the queuing process.  The 
QITF reviewed the proposal and provided comments for the presentation to the RTWG 
on May 5.  On May 7 and on May 14, the QITF had conference calls to define the 
process and develop a recommendation for the RTWG to review.   The QITF has 
developed the preliminary framework for an aggregate study process.  The QITF 
recommends the SPP change its process for transmission service and generation 
interconnection processing to an aggregate study methodology.  Key components of the 
proposed methodology include an open season to establish a study group, a four-month 
period to perform the study with SPP determination of optimal solution, allocation to 
customers based on impact and restudy subsequent to optional withdrawal. 
 
Future Scheduled Meetings 
Tuesday, June 3 
 
 

Participant Funding 
 
The RTWG had a general discussion of participant funding at its Meeting on May 5.  SPP 
Staff and Ricky Bittle had subsequent discussion on May 6 concerning modification to 
SPP OATT Attachments J (“Recovery Of Costs Associated With New Facilities”) and O 
(“Coordinated Planning Procedures”) and on May 15 discussion of Part IV, Section  37 
of the PJM OATT as a basis for RTWG discussion of cost assignment of interconnection 
facilities at its May 19th meeting. 
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